
MusicBuddy 7.9.0 Brings Automatic Sync
Across Multiple Devices
MusicBuddy 7.9.0 now provides the
ability to sync MusicBuddy library across
multiple iOS devices in a seamless way.

HERTZELIYA, ISRAEL, November 27,
2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Kimico Ltd.,
a leading provider of premium quality
apps for iOS devices, has announced the
release and immediate availability of
MusicBuddy 7.9.0, the eagerly
anticipated update of the leading music-
management app for iOS devices.
MusicBuddy 7.9.0 now provides the
ability to sync MusicBuddy library across
multiple iOS devices in a seamless way,
letting the user choose his or her
preferred cloud synchronization service.

MusicBuddy 7.9.0 makes it possible to
sync the MusicBuddy library across
multiple iOS devices using either iCloud
or Dropbox cloud synchronization. Once
the synchronization is enabled,

regardless of which sync service has been selected, the changes applied to the MusicBuddy library
on any of the user's iOS devices will be automatically and transparently replicated to the other iOS
devices.

Compatibility with both iCloud and Dropbox sync services should make it possible to target the
majority of real-world synchronization cases. Syncing MusicBuddy using iCloud would generally
target cases where a person who has multiple iOS devices wants to keep them all in sync. Syncing
with Dropbox would mostly target cases where multiple users, each with a separate iOS device and
his/her own iCloud account, want to keep their devices in sync. A common case for that would be
when a family member wants to share her home library with her family. 

"The ability to synchronize the entire MusicBuddy library across multiple devices is a crucial
requirement presented by our users since the day that app was introduced on the App Store," said
Mr. Yoash Adato, the founder and president of Kimico, Ltd. "Now, having overcome many obstacles
and succeeded in a long development effort, we are thrilled to announce the availability of a powerful
synchronization service that, as an exclusive feature, uses both iCloud and Dropbox cloud services."

Pricing and Availability:
MusicBuddy 7.9.0 is Free (with in-app purchases) and available worldwide exclusively through the

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.kimicoapps.com


App Store.

Based in Herzeliya, Israel, Yoash Adato founded Kimico in 2010. Kimico is a software development
company focused on bringing state-of-the-art applications to iPhone and iPod touch. The company's
main goal is to create high-quality applications that will enrich lifestyles and improve productivity while
being easy and fun to use. Copyright (C) 2010-2016 Kimico Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone, iPad and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective
owners.
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